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"Pleasing Passages":
Style in the Old English Pastoral Care

Ray Moye
Coastal Carolina University

T

he Old English Pastoral Care, a translation of Gregory the
Great's Liber Regula Pastora/is which King Alfred comple!ed
sometime in the first few years of the 890s, was the first in a
series of translations of Latin Christian works into English that would
serve as the foundation of Alfred's program of cultural and educational
reform aimed at restoring England's preeminence as a leading Christian
intellectual center. This reputation that the land had enjoyed during
the glory days of Bede and Alcuin had been lost as a consequence of
continual Viking invasions in the eighth and ninth centuries, with the
result that, according to Alfred in his Preface to the Pastoral Care,
there were few people left in England who could even read English,
let alone Latin (3.q-16). 1 Thus his primary goals were to educate his

1Alfred

claims, "Swre clrene hio wres oofeallenu on Angelcynne oret swioe feawa
wreron behionan Humbre oe hiora oeninga cuoen understondan on Englisc, oooe
furoum an rerendgewrite of Lreden on Englisc areccean & ic wene orette noht monige
begiondan Humbre nreren" (3.13-16). ["So complete was the decay in England that
there were very few on this side of the Humber who could understand their rituals in
English, or translate a letter from Latin into English; and I believe that there were
not many beyond the Humber."] It is, of course, possible that Alfred exaggerates
here. For a discussion of how Alfred's claim does not actually accord with historical
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people in the vernacular and to make the primary Christian teachings
of Latin fathers such as Gregory and Augustine and philosophers
such as Boethius accessible to them in their native language. 2 He
also sought to unify his country by spreading these teachings throughout the kingdom and, by undertaking to translate the principal works
himself, to secure his place as his people's intellectual as well as political leader. It is in the Pastoral Care, a book which is itself about
the art of teaching, that Alfred first attempts to establish himself as
such a leader, as a king who is as much his people's teacher as their
ruler.
Unfortunately, in the opinion of many scholars, Alfred's achievement in this first translation leaves much to be desired. The work, one
of the longest pieces of Old English prose, is generally considered to
be tedious, flawed by numerous errors in translation (as one might
expect of a novice translator), and almost entirely lacking evidence of
the independent thinking and rhetorical sophistication characteristic
of Alfred's later translations. 3 C. L. Wrenn's assessment in 1967, that
the Pastoral Care "is uneven and often confused and slavish, so that
it is without any literary merit," is perhaps the least kind and best

fact, see Jennifer Morrish (87-ro7). Numbers in paretheses after quotations from the
OE Pastoral Care refer to page and line in King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's
Pastoral Care, ed. Henry Sweet. Except for one instance in which it is necessary to
cite the Cotton MSS due to an omission, I cite the Hatton MS throughout, omitting
the editorial brackets, parentheses, and italics. As a general practice rather than relying on Sweet's translation I provide my own in an effort to preserve as closely as I can
the structure of the Old English. The occasional highlighting of certain words, phrases
and letters is mine.
2 Learning to read Latin seems to have been a difficult, time-consuming task
reserved mainly for clerics throughout the Anglo-Saxon period (see George Hardin
Brown, ro9-42) . In his Preface, Alfred specifies that only "ila ile mon furilor lreran
wille & to hieran hade don wille" ["those who wish to learn further and intend to
reach a higher office"] study Latin (7.14-15).
3
In his Introduction, Sweet admits to such shortcomings (xli) . For an early
description and assessment of the translation that is brief but more detailed than
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known of these assessments. 4 William Brown followed this in 1969
with the observation that this early work is merely intended to be
"serviceable," arguing that we cannot blame it therefore for being a
"humdrum redaction" of Gregory's book, which is nothing more than
a manual, a guidebook for priests, and does not pretend to be a great
intellectual or philosophical work such as Boethius's Consolation. 5
Such a defense is little more complimentary than Wrenn's assessment.
Contrary to these views, Allen Frantzen, in his recent book on Alfred
in the Twayne series, has raised some serious questions about such
assessments, accusing previous scholars of judging Alfred "by a standard of originality foreign to his time," of misinterpreting "the objectives of his program of educational renewal," and of devaluing "the
elements in Gregory's work that appealed to him." 6
As I hope to demonstrate in this article, we do not fully understand what standards Alfred set for himself and have not adequately
assessed his achievement in its full cultural context. I hope to show, by
focusing on his experimentation with rhetorical devices such as alliteration, wordplay, and variation, that Alfred actually set his sights
higher than previous scholars would have us believe. An analysis of
his use of these devices, which has been largely overlooked in previous
studies, can tell us much about the traditions that influenced Alfredin particular the tradition of vernacular poetry.
In his Preface, Alfred does not provide specific information
about his method of translation but he merely repeats a common
tag about translating "sometimes word for word, sometimes sense for

Sweet's, see Simeon Potter, n4-25. Among other things, Potter notes Alfred's bold
attempts at paraphrase and stylistic variation and his switching to numbering the
Psalms in chapters 53-65-a strange occurrence that has yet to be satisfactorily
accounted for. Sherman Kuhn, in an article that appeared the same year as Potter's,
notes "a rather timid dependence upon the Latin text," characteristic of a translator
who "was still a novice and lacked confidence in his own capacities" (Kuhn, 176).
4
Wrenn, 218.
5 William Brown, 684.
6Frantzen, 42.
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sense." 7 We are, therefore, left to determine for ourselves how he
applied this method. One problem confronting us is that Alfred does
not seem to apply a consistent rule for either loosely paraphrasing
a Latin passage or for rendering it in a strictly literal fashion. This
whimsicality seems to have bothered Henry Sweet. He notes in the
Introduction to his 1871 edition that "the rendering of the simplest
passages is often attended with wide deviations from the words of the
original, which are transposed, omitted and expanded, even when it
would seem simpler and easier to have followed the original literally''
(xli). It is, moreover, difficult to explain Alfred's translation choices by
turning to earlier and contemporary prose writings that might have
served as models. Although his prose can be described as a synthesis
of two vernacular prose models-the plain style of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle and the elaborate style of the Old English Dialogues-such
a description does little to explain the individual peculiarities of his
style that do not fit comfortably into either category. Janet Bately has
observed that Alfred's style represents a dramatic break from traditions, bearing little comparison to the tight, formal style of Werferth,
the translator of the Dialogues to whom Alfred addressed the Preface

7

Alfred says, "Da ic oa gemunde hu sio lar Ledengeoiodes rer oissum afeallen
wres giond Angelcynn, & oeah monige cuoon Englisc gewrit arredan, oa ongan ic
ongemang oorum mislicum & manigfeldum bisgum oisses kynerices oa hoc wendan
on Englisc oe is genemned on Lreden Pa~toralis, & on englisc Hierdeboc, hwilum
word be worde, hwilum andgit of andgiete, swre swre ic hie geliornode ret Plegmunde
minum rercebiscepe & ret Assere minum biscepe & ret Grimbolde minum mresseprioste & ret Johanne minum mressepreoste" (7-15-22). ["When I remembered how
the knowledge of Latin had formerly decayed throughout England, and yet many
could read English writing, I began, among other various and manifold troubles of
this kingdom, to translate into English the book which is called in Latin Pastora/is,
and in English Shepherd's Book, sometimes word by word and sometimes according
to the sense, as I had learnt it from Plegmund my archbishop, and Asser my bishop,
and Grimbold my mass-priest, and John my mass-priest."] This same tag is used by
Asser to describe Werferth's method of translation in the Old English Dialogues,
a work that was commissioned by the king (see Asser, A!fred the Great, 92). For a discussion of the classical backgrounds of this tag and the transformations it underwent
in the Middle Ages, see Rita Copeland, 15-35.
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of Pastoral Care. After comparing passages from the Dialogues with
some from the Pastoral Care and others of Alfred's, Bately concludes
that Alfred did not necessarily "learn from Werferth or his Mercian
colleagues such mannerisms as he adopts." Rather, she praises him for
breaking loose "from the more rigid constraints" of the tradition practiced by his teacher. 8 Alfred does not simply follow the example of
Werferth, nor does he adhere rigidly to any other established prose
model. So if Alfred is not strictly following the literary traditions of his
time, as exemplified by Werferth, then what model is he following?
And if his decision whether to translate literally or sense for sense is not
dictated by the degree of difficulty posed by the Latin, then what is the
deciding factor?
To answer such questions satisfactorily, we need to consider ways
in which Alfred's highly individualized style was likely conditionecl by
his affinity for Old English poetry. According to Asser, his biographer,
Alfred was "a careful listener, by day and night, to English poems,
most frequently hearing them recited by others, and he readily retained
them in his memory." 9 On one occasion his ability to memorize verse
won him a book of poetry offered as a prize by his mother to whichever
of her sons could understand and memorize the book the soonest. 10
Peter Clemoes, who recounts this story in full and analyzes its implications in his article "King Alfred's Debt to Vernacular Poetry," observes
that Alfred, when he began to translate Latin works into English later
in life, would likely not have rejected the early "linguistic experience
he received from the vernacular poetry he loved so enduringly and

8

Bately, 93-138, esp. 136, 138. Werferth's Dialogues would have provided Alfred
with numerous examples of rhetorical figures, the use of alliteration, parallelism, and
word pairs (120-25). But Alfred does not imitate Werferth's style. As Janet Bately has
shown, he is not as likely as Werferth to mimick Latin structures such as the ablative
absolute with the dative absolute, and unlike Werferth he "amplifies and enlarges
freely," making "a number of changes of detail within sentences and paragraphs"
(127).
9
Asser, Alfred the Great, 75.
10 Ibid.
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dearly." 11 Alfred, argues Clemoes, drew on this experience when he
was faced with the task of rendering foreign and unfamiliar ideas in
terms that his readers and auditors could understand; in the process,
he made "a quite radical conceptual adaptation of some items of
vocabulary which in poetic tradition had long denoted essential elements in Germanic aristocratic warriorship and which had already
been partly Christianized in religious verse." 12 This early "linguistic
experience" may also have trained Alfred's memory to respond to certain cues, such as alliteration. When he began to translate Gregory's
Liber Regula Pastora/is, such cueing devices would have helped him
understand and retain the sense of the Latin, and his familiarity with
poetic devices would have provided him with the tools to make his
prose rhetorically effective.
In the Pastoral Care, we can see Alfred's main stylistic as well as
conceptual adaptations-a point that should become clearer after
looking at some specific instances of the mannerisms found in Alfred's
renderings. 13 These mannerisms often resulted from Alfred's efforts to

11

Clemoes, 213-38, 215.

12lbid., 215.
13
R. Vleerskruyer, in the introduction to his 1953 edition of The Life ef St. Chad,
theorized that the "archaic and alliterative turns of phrase" characteristic of much of
the early homiletic writing are owing mainly to the influence of vernacular poetry:
''What appears to have taken place was perhaps not so much a conscious adaptation
of a style which would certainly appeal to the hearers, but rather a natural process, a
poetic technique constituting the only autochthonous model by virtue of which
a prose style could be created" (19-22). As Bately notes, however, there is no good
reason to suppose that any writer turned to these earlier models to learn how to use
alliteration or other devices: "poetic influence, stimulating the use of alliteration,
word pairs and rhythmical units, could have exerted itself on any prose writer at any
time in the Old English period" (132). There is, for example, little similarity between
Alfred's relaxed use of alliteration and the more formal use ofit inlElfric's alliterative
prose, even though lElfric clearly knew Alfred's books, as he singles them out for
praise in his Preface to the Catholic Homilies (see The Homilies ef the Anglo-Saxon
Church, 3). The best discussion of lElfric's alliterative prose is, of course, found in
John C. Pope's Introduction to his edition of the Homilies ef.:'Elfric: A Supplementary
Collection, 105-36. For an argument that the rhetoric of Alfred's Preface served as
a model for lElfric's Preface to the Catholic Homilies, see Bernard F. Huppe, u9-37.
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duplicate the rhetorical effects he found in the Latin, and he usually
relied on balanced phrasing, parallelism, repetition, and inversion to
preserve the terseness of the original. 14 Thus Gregory's antithesis, "si
ab eis, qui corripiuntur, expellitur, integra tamen in vestra, qui corripitis,
mente teneatur" ( 91.D ), 15 becomes even more terse in the balanced
phrasing of the Old English: "Gif hio oonne of oores gewite, on ores
oclres hio ourhwunige" (357-r). 16 Alfred also duplicates epanados, turning, for example, the Latin sentence "uncle puniri debeant, abscondentes detegunt, et uncle remunerari poterant, detegentes abscondunt"
(n9.B) into "hi heolao from monnum o::et hi secggan scoldon, & secgao

14

Ludwig Borinski has closely examined the individual peculiarities and mannerisms of Alfred's style and has concluded that they are the result of a pragmatic mind.
He remarks, "Zu alien Erscheinungen von astehtischen Formen ist zu bemerken, dai
bei ihnen der Wille zum Schmuch der Rede einer der Hauptgriinde ist .. . dai aber
vor allem bei den Erscheinungen der Wortwiederholung, die ja samtlich, abgesehen
von der Figura etymologica, fast das gleiche Bild bieten, der Wille zur Pragnanz,
zur Unterstreichung wichtiger syntaktisch-begrifflicher Beziehungen, eine starke
Zusatzeigenstandig sind, und als solche in bewuiter Absicht asthetischer Art, und
soweit die Pragananz eine Rolle spielt, in Rucksicht auf den Horer gesetzt sind"
(190).
15 "If it is expelled by those who are corrected, let it nevertheless be kept whole in
the minds of you who are doing the correcting." Numbers and letters following citations from Gregory's Liber Regulae Pastora/is refer to section and page division in
Migne, Patrologiae Cursus Completus, Series Latina, LXXVII. The highlighting of certain words and phrases is mine. I have taken note of Richard Clement's warning, in
"King Alfred and the Latin Manuscripts of Gregory's Regula Pastora/is" (1-13), that
one must exercise caution when drawing conclusions based only on a comparison of
Alfred's translation and the version of Regula found in this edition, as it does not
accurately represent the version he had in his possession at the time of the translation.
All of the Latin passages I cite have been checked against the version of the Regula
found in Salisbury Cathedral Library MS 157 (Gneuss, 742), a manuscript that,
according to Clement's findings, best represents the copy of the Regula that Alfred
was most likely to have used. I thank the Hill Monastic Manuscript Library,
St. John's Abbey and University, Collegeville, Minnesota, for the use of a microfilm
copy of this manuscript.
16
"Ifit then departs from the one, let it remain in the others."
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oret hi heolan scoldon'' (449.5).17 Alfred had to expand "abscondentes"
and "detegentes" into full clauses here to produce intelligible English;
but to preserve the terseness of the statement, he elects not to match
the literal meaning of the Latin and cuts out what Gregory says about
punishment and reward. The structure, not the words, is what he
duplicates in these cases.
Alfred often makes more drastic changes, cutting or adding phrases
or entire sentences to create patterns that appeal to him:
Hine ergo colligendum est, quanta damnatione plectendi sunt,
qui rapiunt aliena, si tanta animadversione feriuntur, qui sua
indiscrete tenuerunt. (85.D)
329.9. Be orem we magon geoencean hu micles wites oa beoo

weoroe oe oore menn reafiao, nu oa sua micel wite habbao oe
hiora agen ungesceadwislice healdao. Nu oa sua micel wite
habbao oe hira agen nyllao sellan, geoenceao oonne hwelces
wites gewenen orem oe oore men reafiao. 18

This is the sort of rendering that bothered Sweet. The Latin wording
and syntax are not difficult, so Alfred's elaboration is not necessary for
clarity. One can imagine Werferth, whose style in the Dialogues exemplifies clarity and efficiency of expression, aghast at such a rendering.

17

Here and hereafter, the translation of the Latin is given first with the corresponding rendering in Old English immediately following it: "thus they reveal what
they ought to be punished for by hiding it, and they hide what they could be rewarded
for by revealing it." = "they hide from men what they ought to have said and say
what they ought to have hidden."
18 ''Thus it can be gathered how great a damnation those who steal other people's
goods are to suffer, if those who have improperly held on to what is their own are
struck by such punishment." = "By that we can consider how great a punishment
those will deserve who steal from other men, since those who unwisely hold on to
what is their own have such a great punishment. Since those have such a great punishment who will not give of their own, consider then what a great punishment those
who steal from other men may expect."
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Alfred, however, is not rendering a "serviceable" literal translation, but
producing a literary one, freely manipulating the wording of the original and inserting detail to create new effects. The balanced chiastic
phrasing, for example, appropriately reflects the subject matter, as it
stylistically parallels and buttresses the measure and balance of divine
justice that is being explained in the passage. Alfred does not merely
duplicate Gregory's phrasing, as Werferth might do, but transforms it
into his own distinctive statement.
In other instances Alfred manipulates wording and phrasing to
create certain rhetorical effects that show a masterful command of the
vocabulary and syntax of English, exploiting whatever advantages it
has to offer. The richness of his "word hoard" is nowhere better
demonstrated than in cases in which he succeeds in duplicating Latin
wordplay. For instance, he finds a ready match in English for the
antithetical elements in "amicus esse seculi hujus, inimicus Dei -constituitur" (no.c) by playing on freond and feond in his translation,
"hwa swa wille bion oisse weorlde freond to ungemetlice, he bio
gehaten Godes feond" (212.34). 19 He also fashions etymological figures, drawing on the capacity of English syntax to easily transform
noun forms into verbs and adjectives into nouns. Thus, a verb can be
repeated as a noun, as in a phrase describing how saints were tortured
by being "snidene mid snide" (205.n) 20 or in Alfred's rendering of Gregory's "ut cura regiminis tanta moderaminis arte temperetur" (43.B),
with "mid micle crrefte betueox oissum gemetgien oa gemetgunge ores
reccedomes" (145.24). 21 This flexibility also allows Alfred to match
chiastic patterns:
sicut a figore per teporem transitur ad calorem, ita a calore per
teporem reditur ad frigus. (n9.B)

19 "He

who is a friend of this world is considered an enemy to God." = 'Whoever may inordinately wish to be a friend of this world, he is called an enemy of God."
20 "cut with cuts" for "secti sunt" ["are cut"] (57.B).
21 "so that the office of ruling is tempered with such skill of moderation" =
"with great skill between these to regulate the moderation of authority."
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447+ Ac swa swa o~t cealde ~rest ongino wlacian, ~r hit fulwearm weoroe, swa eac o~t wearme wlacao, ~r hit eallunga
acealdige. 22

Here a noun becomes a verb (cealde/acealdige) and a predicate adjective
becomes a noun (fulwearm/wearme), preserving the chiastic pattern
of the Latin phrasing. Such wordplay is emphatic, binding phrases
together into tight, dense units.
Alfred employs alliteration similarly, repeating sounds to tie
together phrases, clauses, and sentences and to enclose them in discrete, emphatic units. For example, in the following passage Alfred
alliterates "w" sounds to link two final clauses:
quia nimirum uniuscujusque peccati prius signa forinsecus, ...
et tune demum omne malum, quod intus latet, aperitur.

(45.D)
157.19 Sua OU meaht ~lcne unoeaw on o~m menn ~reso be

sumum tacnum ongietan, hw~s ou wenan scealt, ~r he hit mid
wordum oooe mid weorcum cyoe. 23

The "w" of "wenan" connects the clause that translates "quod
intus latet" with the the final clause, an expansion of "aperitur"
. "wor d um" an d "weorcum. " Th.1s pattern of d ouble
t h roug h t h e "w " m
alliteration at the end of sentences signals emphatic closure and is a
common pattern in the translation. Consider, for example, the followmg passage:

22

"and just as it passes from cold through lukewarmness to heat, so it passes from
heat through lukewarmness to cold." = "And just as that cold thing first begins to get
lukewarm, before it becomes completely warm, so also that warm thing becomes
lukewarm, before it gets entirely cold."
23
"for the signs of every sin first appear outwardly ... and then at last all the evil
which is concealed within is revealed." = "So you are able to first perceive each vice in
a man by certain signs, what you ought to expect, before he reveal it with words or
deeds."
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"Ut potens sit exhortari in doctrina sana, et eos, qui contradicunt, arguere." (30.D)
9r.r4 Be chem cua:o Paulus oa:t se lareow sceolde beon miehtig
to tyhtanne on halwende lare, & eac to oreanne oa oe him
wiostondan wiellen. 24

Or,
quia, quod loquendo imperat, ostendendo adjuvat, ut fiat.

(28.B)
8r.ro. oa:t is oa:t he sprecende bebiet oa:t he oa:t wyrcende
ooiewe, oa:t hit ourh clone fultum sie forogenge. 25

And again:
et tamen amorem suum pro semetipso non quaerere, ne inveniatur ei, cui servire per officium cernitur, occulta cogitationis
tyrannide resultare. (43.C)
=147.15 & oeah oa his lufe ne sece he no for him selfum, oyla:s
he sie ongieten oa:t he sie wioerwinna on oa:re diegelnesse his
geoohtes, ores oe he bio gesewen oeow on his oenunge. 26

24

"that he may be able to exhort in sound doctrine and to convince the gainsayers."
"About that, Paul said that the teacher ought to be mighty to exhort to salutary
doctrine and also to reprove those who intend to oppose him."
25 "since, what he commands by speaking, he may help along by showing so that
it is done." = "That is to say that he orders by speaking that which he demonstrated
by doing, so that it through that assistance goes forth."
26
"and nevertheless he is not to seek his love for himself, lest he be discovered to
rebel in the hidden tyranny of thought against the one whom he is perceived to serve
in his office." = "and nevertheless he is not to seek his love for himself, less he be
seen to be the enemy in the secrecy of his thought of the one whose servant he is seen
to be in his ministry."
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And finally, in this example:

In ipsa igitur corporis positione accipimus, quod in actione
servemus. (63.C)
233.9 On ifa:s lichoman gesceafte we underfengon ealle oa

oenunga oe we nu oiowiao & wyrceao. 27
Even when Alfred merely duplicates a pattern of terminal alliteration in the Latin, he tends to condense and intensify it, as in the following passage:
Lippus itaque est, cuius sensum natura exacuit, sed conversationis pravitas confundit. (25.A)
69.7- Se bio eallinga siwenige oonne his mod & his andgit oa:t

gecynd ascirpo, & he hit oonne self gescient mid his ungewunan & worn wilnungum. 28
The Latin double alliteration of "conversationis" and "confundit" is
met by the triple Old English alliteration of "ungewunan," "worn,"
and "wilnungum." The pattern of alliteration is uninterrupted in the
English, whereas in the Latin the nonalliterating "pravitas" comes
between the two alliterating words.
In each of the foregoing examples, Alfred produces tight, pithy
phrases and sentences, bits of wisdom that are easy both for h.vm and
for his audience to remember. This strategy, of course, compares to
that of the Germanic oral singer who fills his poetry with, gnomic

27

"Therefore, we observe in the very arrangement of the body what we ought to
do in action." = "In the structure of the body we received all the services which we
now render and perform."
28 " And thus the blear-eyed is he whose natural sense is sharp, but the evils of his
worldly ways obscure it." = "He is entirely blear-eyed when nature sharpens his mind
and his understanding and he defiles it himself with his sinful ways and wicked desires."
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sententitl!. 29 Like such a singer, Alfred probably recited his renderings
as he went along in the translation. Richard Clement has shown that
it is unlikely that Alfred himself wrote down his renderings; instead
he probably dictated them to a series of amanuenses. 3 Katherine
O'Brien O'Keeffe has gone even further and argued that Alfred, as
"a man and a king at a transitional moment in the shift from orality to
literacy," could not actually write . She claims that his "modes of
acquiring and remembering information were essentially and primarily
aural/oral." 31 This may help explain why such tight, emphatic structures as those we have been looking at occur so routinely in the translation. Alfred relies on strategies of memorization and methods of
mental organization that he learned as a boy, and which were reinforced later as a king listening to scops recite in the hall.
Asser, in the section of his Life in which he describes how Alfred
learned miraculously "to read" and translate Latin "all on one and the
same day," details a process of reading and translating that is, in fact,
aural/oral. 32 According to Asser, one day while he was reading some
passages out loud from "a certain book" and the king "was listening

°

29

According to John D. Niles in Beowulf The Poem and Its Tradition, these
"singers would have based their performances both on their memory of previous
performances and on their mastery of traditional rhetorical techniques that included
frequent digressions for the sake of thematic depth, frequent speeches of direct
address, liberal use of gnomic sententit2, use of elaborate sorts of apposition and other
amplificatory devices, and employment of a body of traditional diction that allowed
for much metaphorical periphrasis, particularly involving compound words" (63). The
body of scholarly work on the oral singer is, of course, extensive, but he (she?) is
a rather shadowy figure from the Germanic past, and there is little hard historical evidence about his (her?) existence. Roberta Frank provides a review of the major work
on the subject in "The Anglo-Saxon Oral Poet," n-36. Her view is cynical, and she
notes that our picture of such a poet reflects our own nostalgic longing in this technological age "for a bookless past, for non-elitist culture, for personal voice" (13) .
3°Clement, "Production," 139.
31
O'Keeffe, 84.
32
Asser, Alfred the Great, 99. Katherine O'Brian O'Keeffe provides a detailed
analysis of this and other accounts in Asser to back up her conclusion that Alfred
could not write (81-84).
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intently to this with both ears and was carefully mulling it over in the
depths of his mind," the king suddenly commanded Asser to write out
the passage into "a little book" he carried with him. 33 As the lesson
progressed, Asser says, "I copied into the same quire at his request no
fewer than three other passages pleasing to him." 34 The king then
began to work at translating them. This account suggests not only
that Alfred's mode of comprehension but also his sense of aesthetics
was aural/oral and that this sense dictated what passages he wanted to
translate. Asser says, in fact, that once the first passage had been
copied, Alfred "was eager to read it at once and to translate it into
English."35 He apparently selected only certain passages, "pleasing to
him," to translate on the basis of what he heard, not on the basis of
what he saw on a page. He is not necessarily "reading" in the modern
sense at all. And perhaps at this point it should be noted that the verb
legere in Asser does not always refer to the modern, literate sense of
"to read." He frequently uses the term in his biography to mean something like "absorbing the contents of a passage." 36 Alfred first absorbs
the information aurally and from this chooses the "pleasing passages"
that he will later actually "read" (or again "absorb") and translate. He
listens to the passages and "mulls them over in his mind," shaping
them into familiar poetic frameworks that allow him to understand
and retain their meaning. Once the passages are understood, he transforms them into his own individual phrasing. And if O'Keeffe and
Clement are right, he would have delivered his renderings orally by
dictating them to an amanuensis.
Recognizing this aural/oral habit of Alfred's mind can help us better to understand and acknowledge his achievement in the translation.

33 Asser,

Alfred the Great, 99.
lbid., 99-rno.
35 Ibid., IOO.
36 Simon Keynes and Michael Lapidge discuss Asser's use of the verb legere (ibid.,
239 n. 48). In the Latin, the account begins: "Eodem quoque anno saepe memoratus
lElfred Angulsaxonum rex, divino instinctu legere et interpretari simul uno eodemque
die primitus inchoavit" (Asserius D e R ebus Gestis/E!fredi, ed. Stevenson, 73).
34
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It provides us, for example, with a possible explanation for why some
of the most difficult passages are often translated literally (where one
might expect a translator to capture the sense in a paraphrase), and
why some of the very easiest are translated "sense for sense," as Sweet
says, "with wide deviations from the words of the original." Alfred,
even if he is looking at words on the page, is still, in a sense, "reading"
and structuring his renderings with aural/oral cues. Passages for
which he could not find or supply such cues would have given him
trouble; these would not have been "pleasing." In the absence of these
familiar cues, he would not have been able to break down passages
into well-defined sententice that would fit into his well-trained memory.
According to Mary Carruthers,
a sententia was not merely an impressionistic division, but,
according to a well-known definition of Isidore of Seville,
coincides with a colon; it is a coherent though not complete
semantic unit, and a number of such colal sententi& make up
the completed, distinct thought that is a periodus. 37

The definition of cola, in the case of Alfred, might be extended to
include sounds and words that signal the end of a coherent thought.
This principle, for example, operates in his heavy reliance on terminal
alliteration to "punctuate" or mark off bits of sententice. When such
aural/oral marking is missing, he must struggle word for word simply
to produce a clear translation. Such points in the text are likely places
for other translators to offer their revisions of Alfred's work. Scholars
who, as Clement has pointed out, worked according to the "editorial
principle" of clarity, are likely responsible for what is "humdrum'' in
the translation. 38
Alfred himself, however, in his most distinctive and interesting
renderings, very frequently translates "sense for sense," or sententialiter,

37

Carruthers, 90.
"Production," 139.

38 Clement,
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relying upon the same devices employed by the oral singer or literate
poet, freely manipulating the details of the Latin phrasing and cutting
or inserting phrases or details to produce tight, pithy units. Going
back to Asser, it is important to note that such units are the result of
"rumination," of Alfred's mulling over the sense of passages "in the
depths of his mind." In this, Alfred bears comparison to the singer
Credmon, who converted all that he learned listening to sermons or
scripture "into sweetest songs by recollecting it within himself and
ruminating like a clean animal." 39 This metaphor linking digestion
with reading and interpretation was common in the Middle Ages.
The ears are like the mouth, taking in the nourishment of sermons,
while the memory is like the belly. 40 Thus, Credmon refashions what
he hears into beautiful alliterative verse that charms as it teaches, just
as Alfred "ingests" the sense of the Latin, "digests" it in his memory,
and brings it back transformed into engaging prose.
Occasionally, these renderings are truly remarkable, as in Alfred's
translation of Gregory's introduction to Part III, which sets forth the
specific types of admonitions to be given to subjects guilty of sin or
excess. Here Alfred works a masterful conversion of a rather subtle
and sophisticated Latin figure. He picks up Gregory's play on
cordalchord& and responds with a play of his own on the word styrian,
using this device to unify his rendering:
Et idcirco chord.:e consonam modulationem reddunt: quia
uno quidem plectro, sed non uno impulsu feriuntur. Uncle et
doctor quisque, ut in una cunctos virtute caritatis aedificet, ex
una doctrina non una eademque exhortatione tangere corda
audientium debet. (49.D)

39 "At

ipse cuncta, quae audiendo discere poterat, rememorando secum et quasi
mundum animal ruminando, in carmen dulcissimum covertebat" (Bede, 418).
40
This convention and its application in the Credmon story is discussed by,
among others, Mary Carruthers (165-68) and Seth Lerer in Literacy and Power in
Anglo-Saxon England (46-47).
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175.9. Ealle he gret mid anre honda, oy oe he wile Oa!t he
anne song singen, oeah he hie ungelice styrige. Sua sceal a!ghwelc lareow to anre lufan & to anum geleafan mid anre lare &
mid mislicum manungum his hieremonna mod tyrigean. 41

The musician, says Gregory, plays the "chorda:" by striking many
strings with one plectrum; so the priest must be able to touch the
hearts, or "corda," of his various subjects with many types of exhortations without deviating from the one true doctrine of charity. Alfred
says that the musician, playing ("gretan") with one hand, nevertheless
sings one song, even though he "ungelice styrige" the strings. Alfred
concludes that so should the teacher "styrigean'' the minds of his subjects "to one love and to one faith with one doctrine and with various
admonitions." The meaning of styrian varies in the context of the two
sentences. In the first case, according to Bosworth-Toller, it specifically
means "to move the strings of an instrument." In the second case
it means "to stir up, to excite, incite, rouse." Having thus duplicated
and transformed Gregory's wordplay, Alfred then closes this periodus
(the entire passage composed of bits of sententii:e) with the alliterative
phrase "mid anre lare & mid mislicum manungum." With this alliterative close, Alfred actually demonstrates how words are like music
that "stirs" the listener's heart.
The use of the word styrian in this passage deserves further comment, for it occurs in poetry, the most relevant instance being found
in Beowulf. One of Hrothgar's men, who had stored in his memory
many of the old traditional Germanic tales, composes a song recounting the exploits of the hero:

41

"And it is for this reason that the strings give out a harmonius melody: because
they are struck with one pick, but not with one stroke. Hence also every teacher, in
order to edify all in the one virtue of charity, should from one doctrine, but not with
the one and the same exhortation, touch the hearts of his audience." = "He strikes all
[the strings] with one hand, so that he will sing one song even though he plucks them
differently. So ought every teacher to urge on his subjects' minds with one teaching
and with various admonitions."
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Hwilum cyninges pegn,
guma gilphla:den,
se oe ealfela

gidda gemyndig,

ealdgesegena

worn gemunde,

word oper fand

sooe gebunden;

secg eft ongan

sio Beowulfes

snyttrum styrian

ond on sped wrecan

spel gerade,

wordum wrixlan. (867B-874A) 42

This passage supplies a brief catalogue of OE poetic conventions: the
words are "sooe gebunden'' by alliteration and meter, and they are varied
("wordum wrixlan''). The verb styrian, certainly related to the fact that
the singer gave his performance accompanied by the "stirrings" of
harp strings, is used specifically to signify the act of composition. The
poet, with the modifiers snyttrum and gerade, takes pains to emphasize
the singer's wisdom and skill. This, of course, supplies the context for
Alfred's analogy, in which styrian refers not only to a musician as in
Gregory, but to the scop, the oral singer. The teacher, therefore, must
be like the singer: he must have wisdom and knowledge, and he
must also have the skill to move his audience. Earlier in the translation Alfred refers to teaching as the "cneft alra crafta" (25.18), 43 no
doubt because his culture expected that teachers employ language
poetically-that their words be both "sooe gebunden'' and "wrixlan."44
Alfred binds words together through alliteration not only in short
phrases and sentences, but in more extensive passages. A good example is his rendering of Gregory's description of the humeral veil
(II.3). The veil is made "ex auro, hyacintho, purpura, bis tincto cocco,

42
43

Beowu!fand the Fight at F innsburg.

"se crreft ores larewdomes bio crreft ealra crrefta" for the Latin "ars est artium
regimen animarum" (14.A).
44
"Alfred saw craft," says Clemoes, "as no less than the organizing principle of
the individual's capacity to follow a moral and mental life and it was in that light that
he conceived of it as central to the soul's supreme activity of searching for the wisdom
through which it reaches communion with God" (236) .
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et torta ... bysso," 45 and each of these colors represents a virtue of the
priest. In his rendering, Alfred weaves together the sounds of his
words in the same way the thread is woven into the cloth of the veil.
The pattern begins with "tw" alliteration in the line "Dret hrregl wres
beboden oret scolde bion geworht . . . of tweobleom derodine & of
twispunnenum twine linenum'' (83.22). 46 This is followed by a "g" pattern: "Toeacan orem golde ealra glenga fyrmeso on his hrregle wres
beboden oret scolde bion se giem iacinctus" (85.3).47 The "tw" pattern
is resumed a few lines later when Alfred speaks of the "twiblion
godwebbe oret scyle beon twiorrewen twin on orem mressegierelan"
(87.17). 48 And the very next sentence ends with an alliterative phrase
that foregrounds the whiteness of the linen in the robe: "Of orere
eoroan cymeo oret fleax, oret bio hwites hiwes" (87.19). 49 Finally, in the
very last two words of the chapter, after having once slightly varied his
wording by using "georrewene twin" (87.22) to render "torta byss~s,"
Alfred returns to the alliterative phrase "tweoorrewene twin" (89.2),
neatly tying off the pattern he has woven. This intricate pattern of
alliteration creates a passage that is itself an object of beauty, one that
complements the beauty of the cloth it describes.
Alfred's renderings also contain many instances of "wordum
wrixlan," of variation which, according to Arthur Brodeur, is "the
chief characteristic of the poetic mode of expression," permitting

45 "from

gold, hyacinth, purple, twice-dyed scarlet and twisted linen."
gown was commanded to be made of purple and double-dyed scarlet and
twice-spun linen cloth."
47
"1n addition to gold it was commanded that of all the ornaments most prominent on his gown ought to be the gem hyacinth."=29.B. "Cui hyacinthus, qui aereo
colore resplendet, adjungitur." ["To which hyacinth, brilliant with the color of the
sky, is added."]
48 "the twice-dyed cloth that should be of twice-drawn twine on that surplice."=30.A. "bis tincto cocco torta byssus adjungitur." ["twice-dyed scarlet is to be
added to the finely twisted linen."]
49 "From the earth comes the flax that is of a white hue."=30.A. "De terra etenim
byssus nitenti specie oritur." ["For from the earth arises the linen with a glittering
appearance."]
46 "The
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the poet to raise "into high relief those concepts which [he] wishes to
emphasize, and ... to exhibit the object of his thought in all its
aspects."50
This is precisely how Alfred uses the device in his renderings. In
discussing the necessity for reason to govern the soul, for instance,
Gregory explains how "ratio animam, et anima possideat corpus" and
concludes, "Jus vero animae a corporis possessione repellitur, si non
prius anima a ratione possidetur" (6o.c). 51 Alfred, in his translation,
plays with various combinations of synonyms to express the interplay
among the reason, body, and soul in their various aspects. He speaks
of how "ure mod & ure gewi tt hrefo oone anwald ures lichoman, & sio
gesceadwisnes hrefo anwald ores modes" (Cotton.218.24). 52 In the concluding statement, he breaks up the members of the original word
pair, attaching each one to "sawl" in newly formed pairs: "Fororem, gif
sio gesceadwisnes nrefo nanne anwald orere saule & ores modes, oonne
nrefo sio saul & oret gewit nanne anwald ores lichoman" (220.2). 53
"Sawl," "mod," and "gewit" are here different aspects of the concept
expressed by the Latin anima. These synonyms, alternating in word
pairs, twine about "gesceadwisnes" (reason), creating an interlacive
pattern.

50

Brodeur, 39. In his introduction to his edition of Beowulf, F. R. Klaeber says,
"As regards the handling of the sentence, by far the most important rhetorical figure,
in fact the very soul of the Old English poetical style, is of course the device of 'variation"' (Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, lxv). How variation serves as the structural
and thematic underpinning of Beowulf is the subject of Fred C. Robinson's Beowulf
and the Appositive Style. On pages 60-61, Robinson discusses how the poet uses variation (apposition) to make a transition from one point to another and to provide
emphasis. Alfred puts the device to a similar use.
51
"the reason holds sway over the spirit and the spirit over the body."
"Indeed, it is right that the spirit is driven away from the possession of the body
if first the spirit is not possessed by reason."
52 "Our mind and our wit have authority over our body and the reason has
authority over the mind."
53
"Therefore, if the reason does not have any authority over the soul and the
mind, then the soul and the wit have no authority over the body."
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While the intertwining pattern here is not technically the stylistic
interlace of Old English poetry, the poetic interlace does occur elsewhere in the translation. According to John Leyerle, stylistic interlace
is "the interweaving of two or more strands of variation" that results
when "variation on two or more subjects is combined."54 In the opening passages of the chapters in part III of the Latin work, Alfred
adapts this form of variation to his prose in order to avoid redundancy
while maintaining clarity and coherency. These passages focus on
opposites within pairs of subjects (the rich and the poor, the proud
and the humble, the loquacious and the taciturn, and so forth). They
present a special problem for the translator because Gregory begins
each discussion by distinguishing the opposites within the pair in the
first sentence and then throughout the rest of the discussion refers
back to the individuals as "ille" and "iste," the "former" and the "latter," respectively. Alfred, in order to lessen his readers' confusion when
he moves from discussion of one individual to the other in the pair,
often repeats himself each time Gregory uses an "ille" or an "iste."
However, to avoid redundancy, he sometimes manages to vary his diction by creating a string of synonyms joined in word pairs, linking
them together to form an interlace pattern. 55
In the opening section of chapter 33 (Regula III.8), for instance,
he constructs an elaborate pattern of synonyms and word pairs, beginning with the pairs "oa modgan & oa fortruwodan" and "oa
unmodgan & oa unoristan'' (209.4) to render the Latin "protervi" and

54

Leyerle, 4.
deliberate variation of the members of word pairs distinguishes his
prose from that ofWerferth in the Dialogues and that of the author of the OE Bede.
According to Dorothy Whitelock, both of these other works are similar in that the
translators in each case rely almost exclusively on "fixed renderings for a number of
Latin words" ("The Old English Bede," 76). See also her remarks about these works
in "The Prose of Alfred's Reign," in which she says that both "have so strong a liking
for rendering a single Latin word by a pair of synonyms that ... it is in them
a marked and somewhat monotonous stylistic feature" (78).
55Alfred's
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Illi singulariter summa aestimant cuncta, quae agunt; isti
vehementer despecta putant esse quae faciunt, et idcirco in
desperatione franguntur. ... (58.B)
209.8. oa modgan oonne & oa fortruwudan, eall hiera agen
oret hie synderlice oenceao oooe doo hie wenao oret oret sie
oret betste. ac oa unmodigan & oa ungedyrstigan wenao oret
oret suioe forsewenlic sie orette hie doo, & foroon weoroao oft
ormode. 58

This change anticipates a pattern of contrasting terms which
Alfred creates a few lines later when he translates "protervos" with
"gedyrstigan'':
Tune enim protervos melius corrigimus, cum ea, quae bene
egisse se credunt, male acta monstramus. (58.A)
209.15. Swa we magon betst oa gedyrstigan gelreran orette,
oone hie wenen oret hie hrebben betst gedon, oret we him
oonne secgen oret hie hrebben wierst gedon. 59

All the while that Alfred weaves together his strands of synonyms
and shifts between individuals within the pairs, he focuses on the end
of the passage in order to finish with some sort of stylistic device, in
this case a contrasting pair of words that binds his sentences together
and helps to underscore the distinction made in the passage. The result,

58 "The

former judge every thing they do to be of exceptionally high quality; the
later vehemently consider what they do to be despicable, and for this reason they are
often crushed by desperation." = "The overconfident and the complacent, think
whatever they think or do to be exceptional and the best. But the timid and the meek
think that what they do is extremely despicable, and, therefore, they often despair."
59 "Now, indeed, we best correct the insolent when we show them that those
things which they believe to hav~ been well done have been done poorly." = "So we
may best teach the insolent, when they think that they have done the best, by telling
them that they have done the worst."
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to use Leyerle's term, is a "stylistic braid" bound off with a contrasting
pair. 60
These stylistic patterns grow out of Anglo-Saxon cultural and
aesthetic traditions. In Old English poetry they are "the literary
counterpart for interlace designs in art that are decorative rather than
structural," and they "have been connected with the nonrepresentational impulse of the Old English literary aesthetic."61 This cultural
context has too often been ignored by critics analyzing Alfred's style
and method and is perhaps the main reason his achievement in this
early translation has largely gone unappreciated. As a translator,
Alfred practices the "art of all arts," "se crreft ores lareowdomes,"
the art of teaching (25.17), and he perceives this "art" in relation to the
other arts of his culture- fashioning verse, making jewelry, weaving
tapestries, building great halls. 62 His work as a teacher and translator
grew out of this Germanic tradition; it did not merely follow models
preserved in Latin and earlier Old English prose. To ensure his position

60

Leyerle, 5.
Ibid.; Greenfield and Calder, 129. John Leyerle states, "In the visual arts of the
seventh and eighth centuries interlace designs reached an artistic perfection in England that was never equalled again. Interlace appears so regularly on sculpture, jewellery (sic), weapons, and in manuscript illuminations that it is the dominant characteristic of this art. There is clear evidence that a parallel technique of word-weaving
was used as a stylistic device in both Latin and Old English poems of the period" (7).
62 Alfred, of course, composed verse and, in the case of the Metrical Epilogue to
the Pastoral Care, even converted a section of his prose translation into verse. For
details, see Neil D. Isaacs, Structural Principles in Old English Poetry, 83-89. See also
William T. Whobrey, "King Alfred's Metrical Epilogue to the Pastoral Care," 175-86.
According to Asser, Alfred gave personal instructions to his goldsmiths and made "to
his own design wonderful and precious new treasures" (Asser, Alfred the Great, 91).
For a discussion of the connection between Alfred and the so-called Alfred jewel, see
Asser, Alfred the Great, 203-6. Alfred's achievement in building fortifications and
ships, among other things, is well known, and his interest in architecture and knowledge of carpentry is quite evident in his Preface to his translation of Augustine's
Soliloquies (Asser, Alfred the Great, 138-39). Alfred's analogy between building a hall
and gathering bits of knowledge found in books and storing them in the memory
is a prime example of the scrinium or area sapientia metaphor discussed by Carruthers
on pages 39-45.
61
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as England's intellectual leader, he had to display his "crreft"-his skill
at creating within his culture's verbal traditions-just as the scop displayed his. Only when seen in its proper cultural context can his translation be fairly evaluated. If we listen the way we should, we can still
hear his "pleasing passages."
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